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Quality. Strength. Durability.

“Jambyl Cement” is the first joint KazakhFrench cement plant, the largest operating
dry-process facility in Kazakhstan.
The productive capacity totals 1.2 million
tons of cement per year, which enables to
meet increasing demands in the Kazakhstan
market.

OUR ADVANTAGES:

Partners
Vicat Group is a leading French company
involved in production of cement, concrete and
crushed stone. The Group of Companies owns 15
cement plants, 241 concrete plants and 75
quarries in 11 nations. The total production
capacity of cement plants measures 27 million
tons per year (data for 2010).

The International Financial Corporation is one of
the organizations of the World Bank, which
invests strategic projects in a private sector.

Capacity

Cutting-edge technology

The plant is capable to provide hugest volumes of
supply directly, without any middlemen and interim
charges.

The plant boosts state-of-the-art equipment and
Cutting-edge technology for "dry" process production
in Kazakhstan.

High quality

Advantageous location

Quality of produced cement meets the requirements
of Kazakhstan and European standards. Strict
compliance with grades of cement is ensured by the
own laboratory equipped with advanced facilities.

The plant locates in close proximity to Almaty-Astana
road and trunk railway. Besides, an extensive network
of branches affords opportunity to effectively solve
delivery and shipment issues.

Logistics

Environmental friendliness

Own rolling-stock makes it possible to deliver cement
to any destination in Kazakhstan. Shipment is carried
out in bulk, bags and big-bags.

The plant has introduced and widely applies best
practices of the environmental protection and meets
the highest standards.

WHO ELSE KNOWS ABOUT CEMENT MORE BUT ITS INVENTOR?
In 1817, Louis Vicat, a young engineer succeeded
in finding a proportion of limestone and silica to
have a cement mix, while applying the precise,
controllable and reproducible technique. And
the inventor did not patent its discovery, no kept

back the formulation and production process,
but made cement province of all mankind. Josef,
the son of the engineer, inherited the helm, and
in 1853 founded a Vicat firm, which for over 150
years takes dominant positions in the market.

BEST LOGISTICS

OUR CEMENT
Innovative and industrial
development of independent
Kazakhstan

Advantageous location
The cement plant is located in Mynaral village of
Moinkum Raion, Zhambyl Oblast. Near it, Almaty –
Astana road and railway run. Mynaral railway
station is just few kilometers of the plant.
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The plant operates on the basis of "dry"
cement production technology. This offers
to increase the efficiency of technological
lines and reduce amounts of harmful
emissions several times compared to "wet"
technique. This is really innovative
approach for Kazakhstan, where the "wet"
method prevails.

The plant is provided with sophisticated tailor-made
equipment. Jambyl Cement is a truly great stride
forward for the entire cement industry of
Kazakhstan.
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Safe for nature
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Grade of all-purpose cement distinguished by
durability and plasticity and also frost- and waterresistance properties.

PC500 D0

Delivery to any region within
Kazakhstan

Jambyl Cement represents one of the priority
projects of the Kazakhstan industrialization integral
map under the state program for accelerated
Innovation-industrial development for 2010–2014.
As it is in the list of break-through facilities,
construction of the plant was supervised by the
government of the Republic of Kazakhstan, and also
by the head of state Nursultan Abishevich
Nazarbayev.
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"Dry" process used at the plant, and also additional
treatment structures contribute to minimize amounts
of harmful emissions.

AN

The plant maintains its own railway terminal
connected with the Kazakhstan Temir Zholy
network. The in-house railway fleet allows direct
cement supplies from gates of the plant to any
region of Kazakhstan.

Products made of such cement are characterized by the
highest strength, durability and high stability against
temperature drops and exposure to water and
corrosion. It is the most popular grade of cement in
construction.

Jambyl Cement plant is in full accord with the state
standards and requirements to ecological safety. It is
fitted with powerful electrostatic dust catchers based
on integrated 4-stage control in order to reduce any
harmful emissions.

Shipment from the plant
Cement is also shipped from the plant to transport
of buyers.
In-bulk into railway cars

Regional distribution centers
In towns where demand in important
construction materials, such as cement, is very
high we have opened branches that ship it
directly from their terminals.

Certificate of Quality
PC500 D0

In big bags

In bags

PC400 D20

GOST 10178-85

Products of the enterprise have passed mandatory
state certification. Full conformity of parameters of
output from the Jambyl Cement plant with the
norms of the Republic of Kazakhstan has been
confirmed.
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Production and crushing

Burning

Cement is a mineral powder produced from two
natural materials, limestone and shale. Limestone (a
source of lime in the form of carbonate) and shale
come from quarries. Production of stones provided by
powerful machines with the performance of drilling
and blasting operations. Belt conveyors deliver
materials to the plant. Raw materials from quarries are
selected carefully. Their composition include
elements of lime, silica, alumina and iron oxide in
certain proportions. All crushed materials are mixed
up in strict proportions. Raw materials are dried up
and milled to fine powder - raw meal.

In the kiln, “raw meal” of a mix of source materials
turns to a mineral named "clinker" received as a result
of interaction of chemical elements at the
temperature of 1,450°С. In the process of dry cement
production, meal after homogenization goes down
from the top of head exchange tower by gravity
against movement of hot air from the kiln, passing
through several centrifugal separators that allow to
gradually increase its temperature up to 850°С. Thus
there is a mandatory for chemical compounds
decarbonization of limestone into lime.
At the bottom of the kiln there is a combustion
chamber called "precalciner", which generates more
than half of necessary heat at the temperature above
1,100 °C.

The rotating furnace about 4,2 m in diameter and 60 m
long supplements the production clinker process.
Along its axis, a burner operating on coal develops a
flame against a stream of materials to some tens of
meters at the temperature of over 2,000°С. At the
outlet of the furnace, clinker still has a 1,430°C
temperature. Then it goes to a cooler that drops its
temperature to 80 - 100°C.

Grinding clinker to cement
Upon stacking, clinker is milled to powder of less than
60 microns with gypsum to regulate setting time.
According to industrial quality, various additional
components in storage elevators equipped with
batchers and under constant automatic control in the
cement plant’s laboratory may be put.

Storage and shipment
After milling, cement is stored in silos having
compartments for storage of cement of various
qualities. These silos are furnished with sleeves for
independent loading cement in bulk to trucks and
wagons. Rotating bag packing machine provide
cement packaging in bags, and stackers place bags at
the spot onto wooden pallets without using
manpower. When necessary, automated loaders put
pallets.

PRODUCTION CONTROL

QUALITY CONTROL

All the production process is computerized in the plant. Using the latest
control technologies allow tracking accuracy of the technological process.

There is own test laboratory in the plant. Cement quality control is carried out every
several hours. Qualified specialists test every batch of cement and strictly control that
its quality meets all the standards and quality norms.
Apart from chemical composition analysis, laboratory tests the grade strength with
the help of physical and mechanical tests according to State Standards.

PORTLAND CEMENT
PC500 D0

PORTLAND CEMENT
PC400 D20

It is a fast hardening building material with
high rate of finished construction strength

Cement has enhanced frost and water
resistance properties, which is crucial for
Kazakhstan with its continental climate.

D0
indicates that there is no additives in cement

D20
shows additives designated
for greater strength and plasticity of cement

FIELDS OF APPLICATION

FIELDS OF APPLICATION
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Hydro-engineering constructions

Runways and roads of high strength

Bearing beams

Precast elements

Paving tiles

Precast blocks

Ready mix concrete

Reinforced concrete structures

Foundations of buildings

Blockwork

Housing construction

Basis for dry mix products

OUR EMPLOYEES
Engineers and workers of Jambyl Cement plant are an efficient
and reliable team, which every day produces thousands of tons of
high-quality cement.
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“Jambyl Cement Production Company” LLP
ALMATY

ALMATY TERMINALS
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“Ken Dala” Business center, 9 floor
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Reception
tel.: + 7 (727) 244-02-46
fax: +7 (727) 244-02-45
e-mail: jambylcement@jambylcement.kz

Safety first

Advanced training

The plant meets the highest international safety standards:
- New staff takes safety training courses
- Modern personal protective equipment is used
- Risky situations are identified, and methods to response to
them are provided
- Plant visitors take brief safety induction.

In order to achieve improvement, our personnel take
advanced training. Consultants from enterprises within
the group of companies come to the plant on a regular
basis to share their experience. Constant care and
attention to qualification of employees is a key to stable
operation at a high level.

Labor management

Our values

The plant operates as an innovative and efficient
organisation. Job places are automated and fitted
with the latest equipment.

- Excellent quality
- Efficiency, effectiveness and outcome
- Care for clients
- Reliability and trust
- Team spirit

Commercial department

№1 262, Kazybayev str., Almaty
Tel. +7 (727) 244-02-46
+7 777 005 69 70
№2 93V, Burundayskaya str., Almaty
Tel. +7 (727) 244-02-46
+7 777 005 50 95
№3 92, Ryskulov ave., Almaty
Tel. +7 (727) 244-02-46
+7 777 005 69 57

tel.: +7 (727) 244-02-19
+7 (727) 244-02-48
+7 (727) 244-02-47
+7 (727) 244-02-41
e-mail: info@jambylcement.kz

№4 Altynsarin str., Shamalgan station,
Karasayskiy area, Almaty region
Tel. +7 (727) 244-02-46

PLANT (MYNARAL VILLAGE)

ASTANA TERMINAL

Cement plant, Reserved lands «Betpakdala»,
Moyinkum District, Zhambyl Oblast,
080618, Republic of Kazakhstan
(Almaty-Astana road, 406 km)
Tel. +7 (727) 244-02-51

9, Zhetygen str., Astana
Tel. +7 (727) 244-02-46
+7 777 005 69 07

№5 81/2, Bokeykhanov str., Almaty
Tel. +7 (727) 244-02-46
+7 777 005 69 16

KARAGANDA TERMINAL
23, Novoshosseynaya str., Karaganda
Tel. +7 (727) 244-02-46

Mode of shipment
In-bulk into railway cars and cement trucks In bags into railway cars and trucks

